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Abstract

We provide a method� based on the theory of Markov decision processes� for e�cient

planning in stochastic domains� Goals are encoded as reward functions� expressing the

desirability of each world state� the planner must �nd a policy �mapping from states to

actions� that maximizes future rewards� Standard goals of achievement� as well as goals

of maintenance and prioritized combinations of goals� can be speci�ed in this way� An

optimal policy can be found using existing methods� but these methods require time

at best polynomial in the number of states in the domain� where the number of states

is exponential in the number of propositions �or state variables�� By using information

about the starting state� the reward function� and the transition probabilities of the

domain� we restrict the planner	s attention to a set of world states that are likely to be

encountered in satisfying the goal� Using this restricted set of states� the planner can

generate more or less complete plans depending on the time it has available�

Our approach employs several iterative re�nement routines for solving di
erent as�

pects of the decision making problem� We describe the meta�level control problem of

deliberation scheduling� allocating computational resources to these routines� We pro�

vide di
erent models corresponding to optimization problems that capture the di
erent

circumstances and computational strategies for decision making under time constraints�

We consider precursor models in which all decision making is performed prior to ex�

ecution and recurrent models in which decision making is performed in parallel with

execution� accounting for the states observed during execution and anticipating future

states� We describe experimental results for both the precursor and recurrent problems

that demonstrate planning times that grow slowly as a function of domain size and

compare their performance to other relevant algorithms�
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� Introduction

In a completely deterministic world� it is possible for a planner simply to generate a sequence

of actions� knowing that if they are executed in the proper order� the goal will necessarily

result� In nondeterministic worlds� planners must address the question of what to do when

things do not go as expected�

The method of triangle tables �Fikes and Nilsson� ����� made plans that could be

executed robustly in any circumstance along the nominal trajectory of world states� allowing

for certain classes of failures and serendipitous events� It is often the case� however� that an

execution error will move the world to a situation that has not been previously considered

by the planner� Many systems 	sipe� for example �Wilkins� ��

�� can monitor for plan

�failures and initiate replanning� Replanning is often too slow to be useful in time�critical

domains� however� Schoppers� in his universal plans �Schoppers� ��
��� gives a method for

generating a reaction for every possible situation that could transpire during plan execution�

these plans are robust and fast to execute� but can be very large and expensive to generate�

There is an inherent contradiction in all of these approaches� The world is assumed to

be deterministic for the purpose of planning� but its nondeterminism is accounted for by

performing execution monitoring or by generating reactions for world states not on the

nominal planned trajectory�

In this paper� we address the problem of planning in nondeterministic domains by

taking nondeterminism into account from the very start� There is already a well�explored

body of theory and algorithms addressing the question of �nding optimal policies 	universal

plans� for nondeterministic domains� Unfortunately� these methods are impractical in large

state spaces� However� if we know the start state� and have a model of the nature of the

world�s nondeterminism� we can restrict the planner�s attention to a set of world states

that are likely to be encountered on the way to the goal� Furthermore� the planner can

generate more or less complete plans depending on the time it has available� In this way�

we provide e�cient methods� based on existing techniques of �nding optimal strategies� for

planning under time constraints in nondeterministic domains� Our approach addresses the

uncertainty resulting from control error� but not sensor error� in most of the following� we

assume certainty in observations� but discuss relaxing this assumption in Section 
�

We assume that the environment can be modeled as a stochastic automaton� a set of

states� a set of actions� and a matrix of transition probabilities� In the simplest cases�
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achieving a goal corresponds to performing a sequence of actions that results in a state

satisfying some proposition� Since we cannot guarantee the length of a sequence needed to

achieve a given goal in a stochastic domain� we are interested in building planning systems

that minimize the expected number of actions needed to reach a given goal�

In our approach� constructing a plan to achieve a goal corresponds to �nding a policy

	a mapping from states to actions� that maximizes expected performance� Performance is

based on the expected accumulated reward over sequences of state transitions determined

by the underlying stochastic automaton� The rewards are determined by a reward function

	a mapping from states to the real numbers� specially formulated for a given goal� A good

policy in our framework corresponds to a universal plan for achieving goals quickly on

average�

There are dynamic programming algorithms for computing the optimal policy given a

stochastic model of the world� They are useful in small to medium�sized state�spaces� but

become intractable on very large state�spaces� We address this di�culty by making some

informal assumptions about the environments in which we are working that allow us to

generate approximate solutions e�ciently� In particular� we assume that the environment

has the following properties�

� high solution density� it is relatively easy to �nd plausible 	though perhaps not opti�

mal� solutions

� low dispersion rate� from any given state� there are only a few states to which tran�

sitions can be made

� continuity� it is reasonable to estimate the values of states by considering the values of

near�by states 	where distance is measured as the expected number of steps between

states�

Many large� realistic planning problems� such as those involving high�level navigation� have

these properties�

In the following� we refer to the automaton modeling the environment as the system

automaton� Instead of generating the optimal policy for the whole system automaton�

we formulate a simpler or restricted stochastic automaton and then search for an optimal
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policy in this restricted automaton� The state space for the restricted automaton� called

the envelope� is a subset of the states of the system automaton� augmented with a special

state out that represents being in any state outside of the envelope�

There are two basic types of operations on the restricted automaton� The �rst is called

envelope alteration and serves to increase or decrease the number of states in the restricted

automaton� The second is called policy generation and determines a policy for the system

automaton using the restricted automaton� Note that� although the policy is constructed

using the restricted automaton� it is a complete policy and applies to all of the states in

the system automaton� For states outside of the envelope� the policy is de�ned by a set of

re�exes that implement some default behavior for the agent�

The algorithm is implemented as an anytime algorithm �Dean and Boddy� ��

�� one

that can be interrupted at any point during execution to return an answer whose value� at

least in certain classes of stochastic processes� improves in expectation as a function of the

computation time� In this paper� deliberation scheduling refers to the problem of allocating

processor time to envelope alteration and policy generation� We gather statistics on how

envelope alteration and policy generation improve performance and use these statistics to

compile expectations for allocating computational resources in time�critical situations�

We consider several decision models for deliberation scheduling� In the simpler mod�

els� called precursor�deliberation models� we assume that the agent has one opportunity to

generate a policy and that� having generated a policy� the agent must use that policy there�

after� In more complicated models� called recurrent�deliberation models� we assume that

the agent periodically replans and executes the resulting policy in parallel with planning

the next policy�

Our approach is motivated by the intuitively appealing work of Drummond and Bresina

on �anytime synthetic projection� �Drummond and Bresina� ������ In this paper� we refor�

mulate their basic framework in terms of Markov decision processes 	MDPs�� cast the

algorithmic issues in terms of approximations to speci�c optimization problems� provide

a disciplined approach to allocating computational resources at run time� introduce tech�

niques for specifying goals in stochastic domains� and describe how to extend the framework

to deal with uncertainty in observation� In Section ���� we provide a more detailed com�

parison of our approach with that of Drummond and Bresina�

Themdp process model has been the basis of a large amount of work in the reinforcement�
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learning community� In the context of model�based learning� in which an MDP model of

the world is learned� it is necessary to generate a policy from a model� Sutton�s dyna

system �Sutton� ����� explores this connection between planning and learning� and uses a

version of value iteration to interleave model learning and policy updating� Barto� Bradtke�

and Singh �Barto et al�� ����� investigate this approach further� developing the RTDP 	Real�

Time Dynamic Programming� algorithm� which has the same fundamental motivations as

this work� In Section ����� we describe the RTDP algorithm and in Section ��� we de�

scribe the relation of our work to other recent developments in reinforcement learning and

real�time search�

The structure of this paper is as follows� We begin with an introduction to stochastic

decision making in Section �� then de�ne the structures necessary to cope with large state

spaces in Section �� In Section � we present basic algorithms for a variety of envelope

alterations and consider how iterative re�nement versions of these algorithms may be used

as anytime algorithms to provide expected improvements in value� Idealized decision models

for precursor and recurrent deliberation are presented in Section �� experimental results

from the domain of robot path planning are given in Section �� In Section � we show how

the language of reward functions can be used to specify complex goals� including goals

of achievement� maintenance of properties of the world� and prioritized combinations of

primitive goals� In Section 
 we outline extensions of our approach� handling uncertainty

in observation� based on the theory of partially observable Markov processes� exploring

compositional representation of the state space and state transition model� and dealing

with domain in which the number of actions is very large� The research presented in this

paper is based on sequential decision making� stochastic control� and reinforcement learning�

we review this work in Section ��

� Markov Decision Models

Following the work on Markov decision processes �Bellman� ����� Bertsekas� ��
��� we model

the entire environment as a stochastic automaton� Let S be the �nite set of world states�

we assume that they can be reliably identi�ed by the agent� Let A be the �nite set of

actions� every action can be taken in every state� The transition model of the environment

is a function mapping elements of S �A into discrete probability distributions over S� We
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write Pr	s�� a� s�� for the probability that the world will make a transition from state s� to

state s� when action a is taken�

A policy � is a mapping from S to A� specifying an action to be taken in each situation�

An environment combined with a policy for choosing actions in that environment yields a

Markov chain �Kemeny and Snell� ������

A reward function is a mapping from S to R� specifying the instantaneous reward that

the agent derives from being in each state� Given a policy � and a reward function R�

the value of state s � S� V�	s�� is the sum of the expected values of the rewards to be

received at each future time step� discounted by how far into the future they occur� That

is� V�	s� �
P�

t�� �
tE	Rt�� where Rt is the reward received on the tth step of executing

policy � after starting in state s� The discounting factor� � � � � �� controls the in�uence

of rewards in the distant future� When � � �� the value of a state is determined entirely

by rewards received on the next step� we are generally interested in problems with a longer

horizon and set � to be near �� Due to properties of the exponential� the de�nition of V

can be rewritten as

V�	s� � R	s� � �
X
s��S

Pr	s� �	s�� s��V�	s
�� � 	��

We say that policy � dominates 	is better than� �� if� for all s � S� V�	s� � V��	s�� and for

at least one s � S� V�	s� � V��	s�� A policy is optimal if it is not dominated by any other

policy�

One of the most common goals is to achieve a certain condition p as soon as possible� If

we de�ne the reward function as R	s� � � if p holds in state s and R	s� � �� otherwise� and

represent all goal states as being absorbing� then the optimal policy will result in the agent

reaching a state satisfying p as soon as possible� A state is absorbing if all actions result

in that same state with probability �� that is� �a � A� Pr	s� a� s� � �� Making the goal

states absorbing ensures that we go to the �nearest state in which p holds� independent

of the states that will follow� The language of reward functions is quite rich� allowing us

to specify much more complex goals� including the maintenance of properties of the world

and prioritized combinations of primitive goals� this is explored in Section ��

Given a state�transition model� a reward function� and a value for �� it is possible

to compute the optimal policy using either the policy iteration algorithm �Howard� �����

or the value iteration algorithm �Bellman� ������ We use the policy iteration algorithm
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because it is guaranteed to converge in a �nite number of steps�generally a small number

of steps in the domains that we have experimented with�and thus simpli�es debugging

our computational experiments� The policy iteration algorithm works as follows�

�� Let �� be any policy on S

�� While � �� �� do loop

a� � �� ��

b� For all s � S� calculate V�	s� by solving the set of jSj linear equations in jSj

unknowns given by equation �

c� For all s � S� if there is some action a � A such that

�R	s� � �
P

s��S Pr	s� a� s
��V�	s

��� � V�	s�� then ��	s� �� a�

otherwise ��	s� �� �	s�

�� Return �

The algorithm iterates� generating at every step a policy that strictly dominates the

previous policy� and terminates when a policy can no longer be improved� yielding an

optimal policy� In every iteration� the values of the states under the current policy are

computed� This is done by solving a system of equations� which requires time on the order

of jSj�� The algorithm then improves the policy by looking for states s in which doing

some action a other than �	s� for one step� then continuing with �� would result in higher

expected reward than simply executing �� When such a state is found� the policy is changed

so that it always chooses action a in that state� The algorithm is guaranteed to converge

to an optimal policy in a number of iterations polynomial in jSj�

� Coping with Large State Spaces

As the size of our state spaces grows� even a polynomial�time algorithm such as policy

iteration becomes too ine�cient� We will assume that our environment is such that� for

any given reward function and initial starting state� it is su�cient to consider a highly

restricted subset of the entire state space in our planning�
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A partial policy is a mapping from a subset of S into actions� the domain of a partial

policy � is called its envelope� E�� The fringe of a partial policy� F�� is the set of states that

are not in the envelope of the policy� but that may be reached in one step of policy execution

from some state in the envelope� That is� F� � fs � S � E� j 	s
� � E��Pr	s�� �	s��� s� � �g�

To construct a restricted automaton� we take an envelope E of states and add the

distinguished state out� For any states s and s� in E and action a in A� the transition

probabilities remain the same� Further� for every s � E and a � A� we de�ne the probability

of going out of the envelope as

Pr	s� a�out� � ��
X
s��E

Pr	s� a� s�� �

The out state is absorbing�

The cost of falling out of the envelope is a parameter that depends on the domain� If

it is possible to re�invoke the planner when the agent falls out of the envelope� then one

approach is to assign V 	out� to be the estimated value of the state into which the agent

fell minus some function of the time required to construct a new partial policy� Under the

reward function described earlier� the value of a state is negative� and its magnitude is

the expected number of steps to the goal� if time spent planning is to be penalized� it can

simply be added to the magnitude of the value of the out state with a suitable weighting

function�

� Basic Algorithms

As a concession to complexity� in generating a policy� our algorithms consider only a subset

of the state space of the stochastic process� The algorithms start with an initial policy

and a restricted state space 	or envelope�� extend that envelope� and then compute a new

policy� We would like it to be the case that the new policy �� is an improvement over 	or

at the very least no worse than� the old policy � in the sense that V��	s��� V�	s�� � ��

In general� however� we cannot guarantee that the policy will improve without ex�

tending the state space to be the entire space of the system automaton� which results in

computational problems� The best that we can hope for is that the algorithms improve in

expectation� Suppose that the initial envelope is just the initial state and the initial policy
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Figure �� Sequence of restricted automata and associated paths through state space

is determined entirely by the re�exes� The di�erence V��	s���V�	s�� is a random variable�

where � is the re�ex policy and �� is the computed policy� We would like it to be the case

that E�V��	s�� � V�	s��� � �� where the expectation is taken over start states and goals

drawn from some �xed distribution� Although it is possible to construct system automata

for which even this improvement in expectation is impossible� we believe many moderately

benign environments are well�behaved in this respect� In particular� navigation environ�

ments 	excluding mazes� in which transitions are restricted by spatio�temporal constraints

generally satisfy our requirements�

Our basic algorithm consists of two stages� envelope alteration followed by policy gen�

eration� The algorithm takes an envelope and a policy as input and generates as output a

new envelope and policy� We assume that the algorithm has access to the state transition

matrix for the stochastic process� In general� we assume that the algorithm is applied in

the manner of iterative re�nement� with more than one invocation of the algorithm� We

also treat envelope alteration and policy generation as separate� so we cast the overall pro�

cess of policy formation in terms of some number of rounds of envelope alteration followed

by policy generation� resulting in a sequence of policies� Figure � depicts a sequence of

automata generated by iterative re�nement along with corresponding paths through state

space from the initial state to a goal state�

Policy generation is itself an iterative algorithm that improves an initial policy by es�

timating the value of policies with respect to the restricted�state�space stochastic process

mentioned earlier� When run to completion� policy generation continues to iterate until it






Figure �� Stochastic process and a restricted version

�nds a policy that it cannot improve with respect to its estimate of value� this policy is

guaranteed to be optimal with respect to the restricted�state�space stochastic process�

Figure ��i shows an example system automaton consisting of �ve states� Suppose that

the initial state is �� and state � satis�es the goal� The path �
a

 �

a

 � goes from the initial

state to a state satisfying the goal and the corresponding envelope is f�� �� �g� Figure ��ii

shows the restricted automaton for that envelope� Let �	s� be the action speci�ed by the

policy � to be taken in state s� the optimal policy for the restricted automaton shown in

Figure ��ii is de�ned by �	�� � �	�� � �	�� � a on the states of the envelope and the

re�exes by �	OUT� � b 	i�e�� �s �� f�� �� �g� �	s� � b� 	the re�ex actions need not be the

same in all states��

First we consider the high level algorithms for a precursor and a recurrent model of

planning and execution� Execution of an explicit policy is trivial� so we describe only the

algorithm for generating policies� We then look at the various component phases of the

planning algorithms� which are shared between both models� A wider range of precursor and

recurrent models are described in Section �� where we consider how to schedule deliberation

in both models�

��� High Level Algorithms

����� Precursor Deliberation Model

In the precursor deliberation model� there are two separate phases of operation� planning

and execution� The planner constructs a policy that is followed by the agent until a new

goal must be pursued or until the agent falls out of the current envelope� In the simplest
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precursor models� a deadline is speci�ed indicating when planning stops and execution

begins�

The high level planning algorithm� given a description of the environment and start

state s� is as follows�

�� Generate an initial envelope E

�� While 	E �� S� and 	not deadline� do

a� Extend the envelope E

b� Generate an optimal policy � for restricted automaton with state set E � foutg

�� Return �

The algorithm �rst �nds a small subset of world states and calculates an optimal policy

over those states� Then it gradually adds new states in order to make the policy robust by

decreasing the chance of falling out of the envelope� After new states are added� the optimal

policy over the new envelope is calculated� Note the interdependence of these steps� the

choice of which states to add during envelope extension may depend on the current policy�

and the policy generated as a result of optimization may be quite di�erent depending on

which states were added to the envelope� The algorithm terminates when a deadline has

been reached or when the envelope has been expanded to include the entire state space� in

which case it will be optimal following step ��

����� Recurrent Deliberation Model

A more sophisticated model of interaction between planning and execution is one in which

the planner runs concurrently with the execution� sending new or expanded strategies to

the executor as they are developed�

In recurrent�deliberation models� the agent has to repeatedly decide how to allocate

time to deliberation� taking into account new information obtained during execution� The

details of such models are discussed in Section �� here we provide just a rough sketch� We

assume two separate modules� one for planning and a second for execution� In the simplest

model� the planner and executor operate in a rigid cycle with a period of �xed length of
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Figure �� Typical sequence of changes to the envelope

time� At the beginning of each cycle� the planner is given the current state by the execution

module� the planner spends the �xed length of time working on a new policy� at the end

of the �xed time� the planner gives the new policy to the execution module� For the time

being we assume that the execution module can identify the current state with certainty�

in Section 
 we consider the case in which there is uncertainty in observation�

In the recurrent models� it is often necessary to remove states from the envelope in order

to lower the computational costs of generating policies from the restricted automata� For

instance� in the mobile�robot domain� it may be appropriate to remove states corresponding

to portions of a path the robot has already traversed if there is little chance of returning to

those states� Figure � shows a typical sequence of changes to the envelope corresponding

to the state space for the restricted automaton� The current state is indicated by and

the goal state is indicated by �

The recurrent planning algorithm� given a description of the environment� the policy �c

that is currently being followed by the agent� and the state of the agent at the beginning

of the planning interval� sc� is as follows�

While 	not goal� do

�� Set sc to be the current state for planning purposes
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�� While 	not end of current planning interval� do

a� Extend the envelope E

b� Prune the envelope E

c� Generate an optimal policy �� for restricted automaton with state set E � foutg

�� Set �c to be the new policy ��

The details of the extension and pruning of the envelope will depend on the agent�s expected

state at the end of the planning interval� This can be determined from the state transitions�

sc and �c by forward simulation�

��� Algorithm Components

In the following sections� we consider each component of the precursor and recurrent al�

gorithms in more detail� Each of the components can be implemented as an anytime

algorithm� in Section �� we cast the problem of allocating computational resources to the

components as an optimization problem and then describe decision�theoretic techniques to

compute approximations�

����� Policy Generation

Given a restricted automaton with envelope E � we use the policy iteration algorithm to gen�

erate the optimal policy� Although this is potentially an O	j E j�� operation� most realistic

environments cannot transition from every state to every other� so the transition matrix is

sparse� allowing much more e�cient solution of the equations� This algorithm requires a

number of iterations at most polynomial in the number of states� in practice� in our robot

path planning domains with ��� to ������ world states� it has never taken more than �� to

�� iterations respectively� When we use this as a subroutine in our planning algorithm� we

generate a plausible policy for the �rst step� and then for all subsequent steps we use the

old policy as the starting point for policy iteration� Because� in general� the policy does not

change radically when the envelope is extended� it requires very few iterations of the policy

iteration algorithm to generate the optimal policy for the extended envelope 	typically � or

� iterations for the smaller domains� up to �� for the larger domains�� Occasionally� when

a very dire consequence or an exceptional new path is discovered� the whole policy must be

changed�
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����� Initial Trajectory Planning

The high�level precursor and recurrent algorithms work no matter how the initial envelope

is chosen� but if it is done with some intelligence� the early policies are much more useful�

and the time taken to reach the goal is shorter� In our examples� we consider the goal of

being in a state satisfying p as soon as possible� For such simple goals of achievement� a

good initial envelope is one containing a chain of states from the initial state� s�� to some

state satisfying p such that� for each state� there is some action with a non�zero probability

of moving to the next state in the chain�

In the implemented system� we generate a path from start to goal by doing a depth��rst

search from s� considering the most probable outcome for each action in decreasing order of

probability� This yields a set of states that can be traversed to a goal state� We then check

for any shortcuts within this path� deleting intermediate states if this does not decrease the

probability of reaching the goal for the resultant path� We then attempt to improve the

robustness of the path by adding a successor to a path state if it in turn has the next state

in the path as its successor and the combined transition probabilities are higher than the

original single transition probability�

We use this method to generate a small number of paths from the start to the goal� say

��� and choose the shortest path 	which is usually the path with the highest probability� to

form the initial envelope to the policy� We can then use the nominal path from the start to

goal as the initial policy� which makes the optimization of the initial envelope much faster

than if we began with a completely random policy for the envelope� More sophisticated

techniques or more complicated heuristics could be used to generate a good initial envelope�

our strategy is to spend as little time as possible doing this� so that a plausible policy is

available as soon as possible� It also might be appropriate to use Kushmerick et al��s method

for generating plausible initial policies �Kushmerick et al�� ������

����� Envelope Alteration

Envelope alteration can be classi�ed in terms of three basic operations on the envelope�

trajectory planning� envelope extension� and envelope pruning� Trajectory planning consists

of searching for a path from some initial state to a state satisfying the goal� this method

need not make use of the current restricted automaton� Envelope extension adds states
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to the envelope� Envelope pruning removes states from the envelope and is generally used

only in recurrent�deliberation models� Both envelope extension and envelope pruning will

typically make use of the current restricted automaton� for example� envelope extension

may add those the states outside of the envelope that the agent is most likely to reach

given the current policy� and pruning may delete states that the agent is unlikely to end up

in�

Extending the envelope There are a number of possible strategies for extending the

envelope� the most appropriate depends on the domain� The aim of the envelope extension

is to judiciously broaden the subset of the world states� by including states that are outside

the envelope of the current policy but that may be reached upon executing the policy� One

simple strategy is to add the entire fringe of the current policy� F� � this would result in

adding states uniformly around the current envelope� It will often be the case� however�

that some of the states in the fringe are very unlikely to be reached given the current policy�

A more reasonable strategy� similar to one advocated by Drummond and Bresina �Drum�

mond and Bresina� ������ is to look for the N most likely fringe states� We do this by

simulating the restricted automaton and accumulating the probabilities of falling out into

each fringe state� This determines the probability of reaching each fringe state� starting

from the current state and using the current policy� the fringe states are ranked by these

probabilities�

We then have a choice of strategies� One possibility is to add each of the N most

likely fringe states� Alternatively� for goals of achievement� we can take each element of

this subset of the fringe states and �nd a path from the state back to some state in the

envelope� We call this class of envelope extension methods strengthening 	it is referred to

as robusti�cation by Drummond and Bresina�� Strengthening may also be combined with

trajectory planning by taking a fringe state and adding a path to a state that satis�es the

goal�

Trajectory planning Trajectory planning is performed in much the same way as initial

trajectory planning except that the notions of initial and goal states may vary� For instance�

we often wish to �nd a path 	trajectory� from some fringe state back to some state inside

the envelope or back to a state satisfying the goal� Apart from this di�erence� the actual

search techniques are exactly the same as in initial trajectory planning�
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Pruning In the recurrent models� it is often necessary to remove states from the envelope

in order to lower the computational costs of generating policies from the restricted automa�

ton� One obvious method is to prune states from the current envelope on the grounds that

the agent is unlikely to end up in those states and therefore need not consider them in

formulating a policy� However we need to be careful about how this is done� It may be that

a state has a low instantaneous reward� or is some kind of sink 	e�g�� all non�self transitions

have low probability�� In these situations the current policy will direct the agent away from

that state� resulting in a low probability of that state being reached� We do not always

want to remove this kind of state� its presence in the envelope directs the agent away from

an area it should avoid� We want to distinguish between states that have a low probability

of being reached because they are in an area to be avoided but are still somehow between

the agent and the goal� and those which the agent has gone past� In order to prune the

latter category� for the results given in Section �� we prune the N least likely states which

also have a lower value than the value of the current state�

��� Example� Strengthening in the Precursor Model

In our approach� unlike that of Drummond and Bresina� extending the current policy is

coupled tightly and naturally to changing the policy as required to keep it optimal with

respect to the restricted view of the world� The following example illustrates how such

changes are made using the precursor algorithm described above�

The example domain is high�level mobile�robot path planning� It was chosen so that

it would be easy to understand the policies generated by our algorithms� The �oor plan

is divided into a grid of ��� locations� L� with four directional states associated with each

location� D � fN� S� E� Wg� corresponding to the direction the robot is facing� resulting in a

total of ��� world states� representing the layout of the fourth �oor of the Brown University

Computer Science department 	see Figure ��� The robot is given a task to navigate from

some starting location to some target location� The actions available to the robot are fstay�

go� turn�right� turn�left� turn�aboutg� The transition probabilities for the outcome

of each action may be obtained empirically� In our experimental simulation� the stay action

is guaranteed to succeed� The probability of success for go and turning actions in most

locations is ��
� with the remainder of the probability mass divided between undesired

results such as overshooting� over�rotating� slipping sideways� etc� The world also contains
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Figure �� Plan of the Brown CS department fourth �oor used for the mobile�robot domain�

Each square is a location corresponding to four states� one for each heading of the robot�

as shown in the expanded square in the lower left� Sinks are indicated by darker shading�

The larger domains are constructed by replicating this map in a grid layout�

sinks� locations that are di�cult or impossible to leave� In the mobile�robot domain� a sink

might correspond to a stairwell that the robot could fall into� The reward function for

the sequential decision problem associated with a given initial and target location assigns

� to the four states corresponding to the target location and �� to all other states� On

average each state has ��� possible successors 	
�� for the go action�� this is the type of

low dispersion rate domain we identi�ed earlier as suitable for our approach�

Figure � shows a subset of the domain corresponding to the locations surrounding a

stairwell� The stairwell states taken as a whole correspond to what we call a complete

sink� there are no nonzero transitions out of a complete sink� The stairwell states are only

accessible from one direction� the north� In this �gure there are four small squares associated
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with each location� one for each possible heading� thus each small square corresponds to a

state� the direction of the arrow shows the policy for the robot in that location and with

that heading� Figure � 	a� shows the optimal policy for a small early envelope� Figures �	b�

and 	c� show two subsequent envelopes where the policy changes to direct the robot to

circumvent the stairwell� re�ecting aversion to the risk involved in taking the shortest path�

� Deliberation Scheduling

Deliberation scheduling is the problem of allocating processor time to envelope alteration

and policy generation� It is natural to think of deliberation scheduling in terms of opti�

mization even if the combinatorics dictate that an optimal solution is not computationally

feasible� Having said this� it still remains to determine what optimization problem we are

trying to solve� We have to specify exactly what options are allowed and what information

is available� such a characterization is generally referred to as a decision model�

In formulating a precise decision model� we are following standard practice in the deci�

sion sciences� make explicit the options for action and the variables and objective functions

that in�uence performance� For example� if you are going to make assumptions regarding

how far in the future you are willing to consider during planning� then it is important

to make those assumptions explicit� The problem of formulating a precise decision model

for a time�critical decision problem is even more important since the decision model deter�

mines the computational cost of optimal deliberation scheduling� In this section� we provide

some insight into the space of possible decision models and describe some of the particular

decision models that in�uenced the design of our prototype planning system�

In the following� we present a number of decision models� It should be pointed out that

for each instance of the problems that we consider� there is a large number of possible deci�

sion models� By specifying di�erent decision models� we can make deliberation scheduling

easy or hard� Our selection of which decision models to investigate is guided by our interest

in providing insight into the problems of time�critical decision making and our anticipation

of the combinatorial problems involved in deliberation scheduling� In this section� we ignore

the time spent in deliberation scheduling� for practical reasons� however� we are interested

in decision models for which the on�line time spent in deliberation scheduling is negligible�

In the simpler precursor�deliberation models� we assume that the agent has one oppor�
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Figure �� Example of policy change for di�erent envelopes near a complete sink� The

direction of the arrow indicates the current policy for that state� 	a� Sink not in the

envelope� the policy chooses the straightforward shortest path� 	b� Sink included� the

policy skirts north around it� 	c� All states surrounding the stairwell included� the barriers

on the south� east and west sides allow the policy to take a longer but safer path� For this

run � � �������� and V 	out� � ������
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tunity to generate a policy and that having generated a policy the agent has to stick to

that policy thereafter� Precursor�deliberation models include those in which

�� a deadline is given in advance specifying when to stop deliberating and start acting

according to the generated policy 	an algorithm for this was given in Section ������

�� the agent is given an unlimited amount of time to respond with a time cost of delay

speci�ed as a �xed function

In the following two models� there is a trigger event that occurs indicating that the agent

must begin following its policy immediately with no further re�nement�

�� the trigger event can occur at any time in a �xed interval with a uniform distribution

�� the trigger event is governed by a more complicated distribution� e�g�� a normal dis�

tribution centered on an expected time

Models 	�� and 	�� are not considered in this paper� models 	�� and 	�� are treated in

Section ����

In the more complicated recurrent�deliberation models� we assume that the agent peri�

odically replans� Recurrent�deliberation models include those in which

�� the agent performs further envelope alteration and policy generation if and only if it

�falls out� of the envelope de�ned by the current restricted automaton

�� the agent performs further envelope alteration and policy generation in parallel with

execution� tailoring the restricted automaton and its corresponding policy to states

anticipated in the near future 	the algorithm for this was given in Section ������

Model 	�� is treated in Section ���� Model 	�� corresponds to a standard AI strategy of

replanning or plan repair on failure� we consider this model empirically in Section ����

��� Precursor�Deliberation Models

In the following we consider four cases of precursor deliberation with known deadlines and

one case of precursor deliberation with unlimited time to respond and a cost for delay� Let
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tTOT be the total amount of time from the current time until the deadline� If there are k

rounds of envelope alteration and policy generation� then we have

tEA�
� tPG�

� � � �� tEAk
� tPGk

� tTOT �

where tEAi
	tPGi

� is the time spent in the ith round of envelope alteration 	policy gener�

ation�� Let �i represent the policy after the ith round of envelope alteration followed by

policy generation� We say that policy generation is in�exible if the ith round of policy

generation is always run to completion on the restricted automaton available at the ith

round�

Single round� in�exible policy generation� deadlines In the simplest case� policy

generation does not inform envelope alteration and so we might as well do all of the envelope

alteration before policy generation� and

tEA�
� tPG�

� tTOT �

In order to schedule time for EA� and PG�� we need�

�� the expected improvement of the value of a random initial state between the re�ex

policy and the policy resulting from policy generation given a �xed amount of time

allocated to envelope alteration� E�V��	s��� V��	s��jtEA�
��

�� the expected size of the envelope given the time allocated to the �rst round of envelope

alteration� E��E��jtEA�
�� and

�� the expected time required for policy generation given the size of the envelope after

the �rst round of envelope alteration� E�tPG�
j�E����

Each of 	��� 	�� and 	�� can be determined empirically� and� at least in principle� the

optimal allocations to envelope alteration and policy generation can be determined� If we

assume no variance in run times and envelope sizes� then optimal deliberation schedul�

ing corresponds to �nding that tEA�
maximizing E�V��	s�� � V��	s��jtEA�

� subject to the

constraint that

tEA�
� E�tPG�

jE��E��jtEA�
�� � tTOT �
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Note that� because policy generation is itself an iterative re�nement algorithm� we can

interrupt it at any point to obtain a policy� Although the particular model considered here

assumes in�exible policy generation for the purpose of deliberation scheduling� we might

use a more �exible approach to handling of deadlines at run time�

In the case of nondegenerate distributions over run times and envelope sizes� optimal

deliberation scheduling would require consideration of cases in which the actual run times

violate the speci�ed deadline� This is relatively straightforward to model� but considerably

more di�cult to implement�

Multiple rounds� in�exible policy generation� deadlines Assume that policy gen�

eration can pro�tably inform envelope alteration� i�e�� that the policy after round i provides

guidance in extending the environment during round i� �� In this case� we have k rounds

and

tEA�
� tPG�

� � � �� tEAk
� tPGk

� tTOT �

Recall that the fringe states for a given envelope and policy correspond to those states

outside the envelope that can be reached with a non zero probability in a single step by

following the policy starting from some state within the envelope� Let the most likely

falling�out state with respect to a given envelope and policy correspond to that fringe state

that is most likely to be the �rst fringe state reached by following the policy starting in the

initial state� We might consider a very simple method of envelope alteration in which we

just add the most likely falling�out state and then the next most likely and so on� Suppose

that adding each additional state takes a �xed amount of time� Let

E�V�i	s��� V�i��
	s��j�Ei��� � m� �Ei� � m� n�

denote the expected improvement in the value of the initial state after the ith round of

envelope alteration and policy generation given that there are n states added to the m

states that were already in the envelope after the i� � round�

Again� the expectations described above can be obtained empirically� Coupled with the

sort of expectations described for the previous single�round case 	e�g�� E�tPGi
j�Ei��� � one

could� at least in principle� determine the optimal number of rounds k and the allocations

to tEAi
and tPGi

for � � j � k� In practice� we use slightly di�erent statistics and heuristic

methods for deliberation scheduling to avoid the combinatorics�
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Single round� �exible policy generation� deadlines Actually� this case is simpler in

concept than the case with in�exible policy generation assuming that we can compile the

following statistics�

E�V��	s��� V��	s��jtEA�
� tPG�

�

Multiple rounds� �exible policy generation� deadlines Again� with additional

statistics� e�g��

E�V�i	s��� V�i��
	s��j�Ei��� � m� �Ei� � m� n� tPGi��

��

this case is not much more di�cult than the earlier cases�

Single round� in�exible policy generation� cost of delay Deliberation models that

assume no �xed deadline but specify a time cost of delay as a �xed function can be han�

dled similarly to the cases considered above� For instance� in the case of single round�

in�exible policy generation� if we assume no variance in run times and envelope sizes�

optimal deliberation scheduling corresponds to �nding that tEA�
maximizing the sum of

E�V��	s��� V��	s��jtEA�
� and Cost	tEA�

� E�tPG�
jE��E��jtEA�

����

��� Recurrent�Deliberation Models

In recurrent deliberation models� the agent has to decide repeatedly how to allocate time to

deliberation� taking into account new information obtained during execution� In this sec�

tion� we consider a particular model for recurrent deliberation in which the agent allocates

time to deliberation only at prescribed intervals� We assume that the agent has separate

planning and execution modules that run in parallel and communicate by message pass�

ing� the planning module sends partial policies to the execution module and the execution

module sends observed states to the planning module�

We call the models considered in this section the discrete� weakly�coupled� recurrent

deliberation models� Discrete because each tick of the clock corresponds to exactly one

state transition� recurrent because the execution module gets a new policy from the planning

module periodically� weakly coupled in that the two modules communicate by having the

execution module send the planning module the current state and the planning module

send the execution module the latest policy�
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As mentioned earlier� in the recurrent models� it is often necessary to remove states

from the envelope in order to lower the computational costs of generating policies from

the restricted automata� In general� there are many more possible strategies for deploying

envelope alteration and policy generation in recurrent models than in the case of precur�

sor models� To cope with the attendant combinatorics� we raise the level of abstraction

slightly and assume that we are given a small set of strategies that have been determined

empirically to improve policies signi�cantly in various circumstances� Each strategy cor�

responds to some �xed schedule for allocating processor time to envelope alteration and

policy generation routines� In addition� we assume for simplicity of exposition that the

decision problem is a simple goals of achievement� in which goal states have a reward of �

and all others ���

Discrete� weakly�coupled� 	xed intervals We �rst consider the case in which com�

munication between the two modules occurs exactly once every n execution steps or ticks�

at times n� �n� �n� � � �� the planning module sends o� the policy generated in the last n

ticks� receives the current state from the execution module� and begins deliberating on the

next policy� Strategies would be tuned to a particular n�tick planning cycle� One strategy

might be to use a particular pruning algorithm to remove a speci�ed number of states and

then use whatever remains of the n ticks to generate a new policy� In this regime� deliber�

ation scheduling consists of choosing which strategy to use at the beginning of each n�tick

interval�

Before we get into the details of the decision model� consider some complications that

arise in recurrent deliberation problems� At any given moment� the agent is executing a

policy� �� de�ned on the current envelope and augmented with a set of re�exes for states

falling outside the envelope� The agent begins executing � in state s� At the end of the

current n�tick interval� the execution module is given a new policy ��� and the planning

module is given the current state s�� It is possible that s� is not included in the envelope

for ��� if the re�exes do not drive the robot inside the envelope then the agent�s behavior

throughout the next n�tick interval will be determined entirely by the re�exes� Figure �

shows a possible run depicting intervals in which the system is executing re�exively and

intervals in which it is using the current policy� for this example� we assume re�exes that

enable an agent to remain in the same state inde�nitely�

Let �n	s� �� s
�� be the probability of ending up in s� starting from s and following �
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Figure �� Recurrent deliberation

for n steps� Suppose that we are given a set of deliberation strategies fF�� F�� � � �g� As is

usual in such combinatorial problems with inde�nite horizons� we adopt a myopic decision

model with a limited horizon� In particular� we assume that� at the beginning of each

n�tick interval� we are planning to follow the current policy � for n steps� follow the policy

F 	�� generated by some strategy F attempting to improve on � for the next n steps� and

thereafter follow the optimal policy ��� If we assume that it is impossible to get to a goal

state in the next �n steps� the expected value of using strategy F is given by�
�� �n��X

i��

�i � ��n
X
s��S

�n	s� �� s
��

�
�X
s���S

�n	s
�� F 	��� s���V��	s

���

�
�
�
�� V�	s��

where � � � � � is a discounting factor� controlling the degree of in�uence of future results

on the current decision�

Extending the above model to account for the possibility of getting to the goal state

in the next �n steps is straightforward� computing a good estimate of V�� is not� however�

We might use the value of some policy other than ��� but then we run the risk of choosing

strategies that are optimized to support a particular suboptimal policy when in fact the

agent may be able to do much better� In general� it is di�cult to estimate the long term

prospects for sequential decision problems of inde�nite duration� In the next model� we

consider an alternative decision model that avoids computing or even estimating the value

of the optimal policy� but has related problems in practice�
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Discrete� weakly�coupled� variable intervals One practical problem with the �xed�

interval model is that it is di�cult to design strategies for a �xed n�tick interval� In

this case� we allow variable planning intervals and assume that we can predict reasonably

accurately the time required for a given deliberation strategy to run� Also� in anticipation

of combinatorial issues that arise in our experimental studies� we adopt a simpler myopic

decision model� In this case� we assume that the agent will apply exactly one deliberation

strategy and commit to the resulting policy thereafter� The expected value of using strategy

F on � assuming that F will take k steps is just�
�� k��X

i��

�i � �k
X
s��S

�k	s� �� s
��VF ���	s

��

�
�� V�	s��

where the �rst term corresponds to the value of using � for the �rst k steps and F 	��

thereafter and the second term corresponds to the case in which we do no deliberation

whatsoever and use � forever� As in the model described in the previous section� we

assume that the goal cannot be reached in the next k steps� again it is simple to extend

the analysis to the case in which the goal may be reached in fewer than k steps�

The above decision model does not require that we compute the value of the optimal

policy� The model does� however� require that we compute the long�term performance of

policies� In practice� of course� we will only compute an estimate� but this estimation will

turn out to be rather di�cult�

��� O	�line Statistical Methods

In order to estimate the quantities needed for on�line deliberation scheduling� we gather data

o��line� The data are used to compute statistical estimates of the expected improvement of

various deliberation strategies� Although this process can be time consuming� it is a �xed

o��line cost that allows us to deliberate e�ectively when new problems are presented on

line�

� Experimental Results

The algorithms described in Section � have been implemented in a planning and execution

system called Plexus� This section reports on three experiments conducted with Plexus in
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the simulated robot�navigation environment described in Section ���� The �rst explores how

the value of the policy increases with time in the precursor model� The second investigates

the use of statistics�based deliberation scheduling in the recurrent model� In both the

�rst and second experiments we compare the performance with policy iteration� The third

experiment compares our planning approach with other methods on a variety of domains�

attempting to characterize the domain properties that contribute to the success of the

various algorithms�


�� Greedy Precursor Deliberation

In general� computing the optimal deliberation schedule for the multiple�round precursor�

deliberation models described above is computationally complex� We have experimented

with a number of simple� greedy and myopic scheduling strategies� we report on one such

strategy here�

We gathered a variety of statistics on how extending the envelope increases value� The

statistics that proved most useful corresponded to the expected improvement in value for

di�erent numbers of states added to the envelope� Instead of conditioning just on the size

of the envelope prior to alteration we found it necessary to condition on both the size of

the envelope and the estimated value of the current policy 	i�e�� the value of the optimal

policy computed by policy iteration on the restricted automaton�� At run time� we use the

size of the automaton and the estimated value of the current policy to index into a table of

performance pro�les giving expected improvement as a function of number of states added

to the envelope�

Using the mobile�robot domain 	the single fourth �oor� ��� states�� we generated

��������� data points to compute statistics of the sort described above� We also gener�

ated estimates of the time required for one round of envelope alteration followed by policy

generation� given the size of the envelope� the number of states added� and value of the

current policy� We use the following simple greedy strategy for choosing the number of

states to add to the envelope on each round� For each round of envelope alteration followed

by policy generation� we use the statistics to determine the number of states which� added

to the envelope� maximizes the ratio of performance improvement to the time required for

computation�

We compared the performance of 	�� the Plexus system using the greedy deliberation
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Figure �� Comparison of Plexus using greedy deliberation strategy 	dashed line� with the

policy iteration optimization method 	solid line�� Average over ��� runs

strategy with 	�� policy iteration optimizing the policy for the whole domain� Our results

show that Plexus using the greedy deliberation strategy supplies a good policy early� and

typically converges to a policy that is close to optimal before the whole domain policy

iteration method does� Figure � shows average results from ��� runs� where a single run

involves a particular start state and goal state� The graph shows the average estimated

value of the start state under the policy available at time t� �V�	s��� as a function of time�

In order to compare results from di�erent start goal runs� we show the average ratio

of the value of the optimal policy to the value of the current policy for the whole domain�

plotted against the ratio of actual time to the time� Topt� that the policy iteration takes to

reach that optimal value��

The greedy deliberation strategy performs signi�cantly better than the standard opti�

mization method� We also considered simple strategies such as adding a small �xed number

of fringe states each iteration� or adding the whole fringe each iteration� These strategies

performed fairly well for this domain� but not as well as the greedy policy� Further experi�

mentation is required to draw de�nitive conclusions about the comparative performance of

these deliberation strategies for particular domains�

�Because values are negative� this ratio is close to � for the worst policies� and � for optimal policies�
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�� Recurrent Deliberation

In this section� we present results for recurrent�deliberation problems of inde�nite duration

using statistical estimates of the value of a variety of deliberation strategies� We do this

for the discrete� weakly�coupled decision model which allows variable�length intervals for

deliberation� Although �xed�length intervals facilitate exposition� it is much easier to collect

useful statistical estimates of the utility of deliberation strategies if the deliberation interval

is allowed to vary� For the remainder of this section� a deliberation strategy is just a

particular sequence of invocations of envelope alteration and policy generation routines�


���� Gathering Statistics

The utility of a deliberation strategy is characterized as a function of attributes of the

policy to which it will be applied� such as the estimated value of the policy and the size

of the envelope� For example� the function EIV 	F� �V�� �E��� provides an estimate of the

expected improvement in the estimated value from using the strategy F assuming that

the estimated value of the current policy and the size of the corresponding envelope fall

within speci�ed ranges� This function is implemented as a table in which each entry is

indexed by a strategy F and a set of ranges over the attributes� We determine the EIV

function o��line by gathering statistics for F running on a wide variety of policies� At run

time� the deliberation scheduler computes an estimate of the value of the current policy
�V�� determines the relevant attributes of current policy� for example the size �E�� of the

corresponding envelope� and chooses the strategy F maximizing EIV for those attributes�

Note that actual results given in Section ����� use EIV contingent on other attributes also�

To build a table of estimates of function EIV o��line� we begin by gathering data on

the performance of strategies ranging over possible initial states� goals� and policies� For a

particular strategy F � initial state x� and policy �� we run F on �� determine the elapsed

number of steps k� and compute the estimated improvement in value as de�ned in the

section describing the discrete� weakly�coupled� variable interval deliberation model� Given

data of the sort described above� we build the table for EIV 	F� �V�� �E��� by appropriately

dividing the data into buckets with equal numbers of elements�

One unresolved problem with this approach is exactly how to compute �V�	x�� Recall

that � is only a partial policy de�ned on a subset of S augmented with a set of re�exes to
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handle states outside the current envelope� In estimating the value of a policy� we are really

interested in estimating the value of the augmented partial policy� If the re�exes kept the

agent in the same place inde�nitely� then as long as there was some nonzero probability of

falling out of the envelope with a given policy starting in a given state� the actual value of

the policy in that state would be ��		� � ��� Of course� this is an extremely pessimistic

estimate for the long term value of a particular policy since in the recurrent model the

agent will periodically compute a new policy based on where it is in the state space� The

problem is that we cannot directly account for these subsequent policies without extending

the horizon of the myopic decision model and absorbing the associated computational costs

in o��line data gathering and on�line deliberation scheduling�

To avoid complicating the on�line decision making� we have adopted the following ex�

pedient� which allows us to keep our one�step�lookahead model� We modify the transition

probabilities for the restricted automaton so that there is always a nonzero probability of

getting back into the envelope after having fallen out of it� Exactly what this probability

should be is di�cult to determine� The particular value chosen will determine just how

concerned the agent will be with the prospect of falling out of the envelope� In fact� the

value is dependent on the actual strategies chosen by deliberation scheduling which� in our

particular case� depends on EIV and this value of falling back in� We might possibly resolve

the circularity by solving a large set of simultaneous equations� in practice� we have found

that it is not di�cult to �nd a value that works reasonably well�


���� Experimental Results

Domain The experimental results for the recurrent model were obtained on the mobile�

robot domain in a range of sizes� Table � shows the numbers of locations and states for

the di�erent sized domains in the columns nLocs and nStates respectively� The larger

domains are obtained by combining multiples of the �oor plan shown in Figure � into

two�dimensional grids� with one connecting corridor on each side�

The actions available to the agent were the same as those described in Section ��� and

used to obtain the precursor�model results� The transition probabilities were also the same�

except that the domain was modi�ed slightly to no longer contain any complete sinks� this

means that even if the agent falls into a semi�sink state 	i�e� one with low but nonzero

probabilities of making transitions into another state�� it can eventually reach the goal� In
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World nLocs nStates ExpCost CostOut

�x� ��
 ��� ���� ��

�x� ��� ���
 ����� ��

�x� ���� ��

 ����� ��

�x� ���
 ����� ����� ���

�x� ���� ��
�� ����� ���

Table �� Information about the domains used to obtain experimental results for the recur�

rent deliberation model

each case� the discount factor� �� was �������

In addition to the numbers of locations and states� Table � also shows the values used

for CostOut and ExpCost when generating the statistics� CostOut is the estimate of how

long the agent must wait once it has fallen out of the envelope using only its reactive policy

and ExpCost is the estimate of the average value of the states in the world� These values

are conservative estimates given the relatively benign nature of the domain � about �! of

the states are semi�sinks��

Deliberation strategies Our implementation provided a number of operations on the

envelope� including envelope optimization 	O� and the following types of envelope alter�

ation�

�� findfirstpath �F�� �nd �� paths from the agent�s current state� xcur � to a goal

state� using a randomized depth��rst search� and chose the shortest path to be the

initial envelope

�� depth�first search �D�� if the agent�s current state xcur is not in the envelope�

using a depth��rst search as above� �nd a path from xcur back to the envelope� and

add this path to the envelope

�� strengthen �S�N��� we used the following heuristic to extend the envelope� �nd the

N most likely fringe states and add them to the envelope

�Given � � ������� the value of a complete sink is ������ �	 � ���� ����
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World " Stats Runs " Data Points

�x� �
�
 ������

�x� ���� ��
���

�x� ���
 ��
���

�x� ���� ���
��

�x� ���� �����

total �
��� ������

Table �� Statistics for di�erent sized domains

�� prune �P�N��� of the states that have a worse value than the current state� remove

the N least likely to be reached using the current policy�

findfirstPath is executed only once� to obtain the initial envelope� The deliberation

module then chooses between a set of �� hand�crafted strategies� Each of these �� strategies

begins with a depth�first search and ends with an optimization operation� Between

these �rst and last operations� strengthening� pruning and optimization are used in di�erent

combinations with di�erent numbers of states to be added or deleted� In order to be able

to compare the same strategy for the di�erent sized domains� we formulated the number of

states to be added and deleted in terms of the dimensions of the world� for world size n x n�

where n � �� ���� �� the number of states to be added or deleted was one of f�n�� ��n�� ��n�g�

Examples strategies are�

fD S���n�� Og

fD P�	�n�� Og

fD P�
n�� S���n�� �g

fD S�	�n�� P���n�� �g

fD S���n�� O P���n�� �g

Statistics We collected statistics over a large number of runs 	where a run is an execution

of the system with a particular start goal pair� for each size domain� generating data points

for strategy execution as shown in Table ��

The start goal pairs were chosen uniformly at random from all states excluding the
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semi�sinks and we ran the simulated robot in parallel with the planner until the goal was

reached� The planner executed findfirstpath �F� to obtain the initial envelope� then

executed the following loop� choose one of the �� strategies uniformly at random� execute

that strategy� and then pass the new policy to the simulated robot�

Conditioning attributes We found the following conditioning variables to be signi�cant�

the envelope size� �E�� the estimated value of the current state �V�� the �fatness of the

envelope 	the ratio of envelope size to fringe size�� and the Manhattan distance� M � between

the start and goal locations� We then built the lookup tables of the expected improvement

in value as a function of �E�� �V�� the fatness� M and the strategy s� The lookup table

granularity used was � buckets per attribute dimension�

Simulation results To compare the planners� we took �� pairs of start and goal states

from each world� chosen uniformly at random from all states excluding the semi�sink states�

For each pair we ran the simulated robot in parallel with the following deliberation mech�

anisms�

� recurrent�deliberation with strategies chosen using statistical estimates ofEIV 	lookup�

� policy iteration over the entire domain� the agent initially acts according to its re�exes�

with a new policy given to the agent

� after each iteration 	iter�

� only after the policy has been completely optimized 	whole��

We found that the statistics were not very sensitive to the size of the domain� statistics

gathered for the smaller�sized worlds transferred fairly well to the larger�sized worlds� The

lookup results use the statistics lookup table compiled from the approximately �������

data points�

Figure 
 shows the average number of steps taken by the agent to reach the goal for

the various algorithms� For the smaller domains� the greedy deliberation algorithm does

not perform better than either of the policy iteration algorithms� However� as we move

to larger domains� the improvement is marked� As we might expect� whole becomes
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Figure 
� Recurrent model comparison of greedy deliberation and policy iteration on various

sizes of domain

computationally infeasible as the size of the domain increases� iter also shows a nonlinear

degradation in the time to goal� lookup shows linear behavior� clearly su�ering less than

the other planners as the domain size increases�

The implementation used to obtain these experimental results did not include a separate

trajectory planning operation that looks for new paths to goal states� This lack of explo�

ration meant that the planner did not look for shortcuts either to states in the envelope but

signi�cantly closer to the goal� or to the goal itself� Therefore� the performance depended

more on the quality of the �rst path used as the initial envelope than it might have if

trajectory planning had been implemented� Without the exploratory trajectory planning�

all the signi�cant path planning is done when the initial envelope is found� in this case� if

that initial envelope contains a path of length close to the Manhattan distance� the greedy

deliberation strategy performs quite well� However if the �rst path is not a good one� the

strategy ends up exploring most of the state space and loses its performance gains over the

policy iteration algorithm� The addition of trajectory planning would probably improve

the performance of the system as a whole�


�� Comparative Studies

In this section� we describe the results of extensive experimental comparison between the

recurrent�deliberation planning algorithm and a variety other algorithms� The comparisons

were made on variations of the robot�navigation domain that illustrate di�erent types of

problem di�culty�
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���� Algorithms

In our experiments� we compare the performance of the following six algorithms on a variety

of domains�

Recurrent�deliberation with 	xed strategy We run a version of the recurrent�deliberation

algorithm described in Section �� It has the following �xed deliberation strategy� best��rst

search� prune� strengthen� optimize 	BPSO�� The best��rst search uses as its measure of

goodness of a state s the probability of a path from the current state to s divided by the

length of this path� If several paths to s have been found� the one with the highest measure

is used� We have found this search technique to be much more e�ective than the depth��rst

search described in Section ��

We used a �xed strategy rather than the greedy deliberation strategy because the latter

requires a large number of executions of the system in order to gather the statistics it uses�

If we are interested in designing a planner to work very well in one domain� this overhead

is reasonable� but the computational cost of gathering these statistics for all ��� domains

would have been prohibitive� several CPU years on a Sun Sparcstation ���

The prune and strengthen algorithms used in this study were slightly di�erent from

those presented in Section �� the parameter for strengthen is the proportion of the fringe to

add� rather than the number of states to add� and the parameter for prune is the proportion

of the envelope to delete� rather than the number of states to delete�

RTDP The real�time dynamic programming 	RTDP� algorithm was developed by Barto�

Bradtke� and Singh �Barto et al�� ������ It is a generalization of Korf�s Learning�Real�

Time�A# algorithm to stochastic problems� In our application of RTDP� the goal state has

reward � and all other states have reward ���

The algorithm begins with value estimates V 	s� � � for all s � S� It then conducts a

series of simulated �runs in the environment� using the greedy policy with respect to the

value estimates and updating the value estimates as it goes� More formally� with start state

s�� goal state g� and time�limit l� the algorithm is speci�ed as follows�

loop
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s �� s�� c �� �

while c � l and s �� g do begin

a �� argmaxa�A
P

s��S Pr	s� a� s
��V 	s��

s� �� element drawn from S according to distributionPr	s� a� s��

V 	s� �� r	s� � maxa�A
P

s��S Pr	s� a� s
��V 	s��

c �� c� �� s�s�

end while

end loop

Barto� Bradtke� and Singh have shown� under some additional conditions� that the

RTDP algorithm converges with probability � to the optimal value function on the set of

relevant states� where a state is relevant if it is reachable from the start state under the

optimal policy� In our experiments� the policy is being executed while it is being improved�

On every cycle of the main loop� the start state s� is set to be the current actual state of

the agent and the newly computed policy 	greedy with respect to the value function� is

given to the agent for execution�

Trajectory Planning �Replan This algorithm operates under the standard assump�

tions of AI planning� An initial path to the goal is found� then the agent follows the path�

If it falls o� the path� the re�exes are executed until a new path to the goal is found�

Trajectory Planning with Repair �Recover This algorithm is like trajectory plan�

ning except that when the agent falls o� the nominal path� a path is planned back to

the original path� rather than to the goal� This is likely to be somewhat more e�cient in

planning time� though perhaps slightly slower in number of real�world steps to the goal�


���� Domains

It is unlikely that any one algorithm will perform best on every possible domain� In order

to explore the question of which algorithms are best suited to which kinds of domains�

we examined ��� variants of the robot navigation domain presented in Section ���� The

domains were chosen by varying four parameters called size� volatility� noise and danger�
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Size We used four domain sizes� the ����state world described in Section ��� and �x��

�x� and �x� copies of this world� with a corridor joining each adjacent pair of copies�

Volatility The volatility of a domain is the average time taken to execute one action�

this characterizes the amount of time the planner has to generate new policies as the agent

moves through the state space� In the experiments shown below� the volatilities were �� ���

��� ��� and ��� actions per second of planner CPU time 	on a Sun Sparcstation ��� ��

Noise We used �ve levels of noise in the outcome of the robot�s actions� the probability

of a go action succeeding was �� ��
�� ���� ��� and ���� respectively� The turn actions were

modeled similarly� with probabilities �� ���� ��
� ��� and ��� of success�

Danger We introduced states from which the robot had a low probability of escape� we

call such states p�sinks� where p indicates the maximum� over all actions� of the probability

of escape from the state� These p�sinks are created by modifying the probability of success

of the go action� The �ve danger levels correspond to �� ��� ��� �� and ��! of the states

being �����sinks� and �� �� �� and ��! of the states being ������sinks� If the robot enters

a ������sink� it will stay there on average about ��� steps� In dangerous worlds it is

clearly an advantage to give such states a wide berth� the more noisy the domain� the more

advantageous it is�


���� Results

We implemented the ��� domains corresponding to all combinations of the parameters size�

volatility� noise and danger� and ran ���� trials of each planner�

Figure � shows the performance of the four planners as each of the parameters varies�

For example� for Figure �a we divided the ��� domains into four sets corresponding to the

four world sizes� For each planner� we computed the mean number of steps to goal over all

trials from each set� and plotted the means against the world sizes�

�The volatilities used seem high for this type of domain
 this is because the model is highly simpli�ed �e�g��

coarse discretization into states	� so the computation time allotted to the planner must be correspondingly

shortened�
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Figure �� Comparison of recurrent�deliberation with �xed strategy 	BPSO� with RTDP and

classical planning 	Replan and Recover� for domain characteristics� 	a� Size 	b� Volatility

	c� Entropy 	d� Regularity� Each graph shows the average performance in terms of steps

to goal� versus a single attribute
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While RTDP performs substantially better than the policy iteration algorithms 	whole

and iter�� it appears to perform asymptotically worse than BPSO� Recover and Replan�

RTDP su�ers greatly from increased danger since it bases its search on a simulation of the

stochastic process� with many sinks in the world� RTDP spends much of its time simulating

the e�ects of taking actions from within a sink� We conjecture that the improvement in

RTDP�s performance when the noise is high is due to the fact that high noise forces RTDP

to examine the entire state space early� this is highly advantageous to it when the world

is also dangerous� and runs in this type of domain were the principal contributors to this

improvement�

Replan and Recover both perform better than we might have expected from such simple

strategies� In the robot�navigation domain� in general there is two�way connectivity� the

robot can reverse its recent movements� Replan is e�ective because the best��rst search

algorithm works well in this class of domains� Both Recover and Replan deteriorate com�

pared to BPSO as the uncertainty in the result of the action increases� and when the domain

becomes more irregular and the consequences of a non�desired outcome become more severe�

In most cases� BPSO performs better than all the other planners� as the domains become

more di�cult� it performs comparatively better� It is more sensitive to danger and volatility

than to size and noise�

� Representing Goals with Reward Functions

In early AI work on planning� it was traditional to have a goal of achievement speci�ed

by a logical expression over properties of world states� This translates into having a set of

desirable world states and the implicit goal to reach one of these states in the least possible

amount of time� At the same time� work in temporal and dynamic logics gave us the notions

of a proposition being always true or eventually true and of one predicate being true until

another became true� These ideas have been attractive to AI researchers because they give

us a more complex� compositional language in which to express goals� Unfortunately� these

expressions are not suitable for direct use as goals in AI applications� An agent with the

goal of eventually	p� has the option of postponing p inde�nitely� there is no requirement to

achieve p sooner rather than later� Similarly� to have the goal always	p� is to require that

p be maintained true into the in�nite future� which is impossible in any sort of real world�
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��� Basic Goal Types

One way to retain these ideas but make them more useful is to replace eventually by asap�

meaning� intuitively� as soon as possible and to replace always by alap� meaning as long as

possible� In stochastic domains� we can convert goals of this kind into reward functions and

apply the same algorithms for �nding good policies with respect to the reward functions�

Given a goal of asap	p�� we can generate a policy that takes actions in such a way as

to minimize the expected number of steps taken before a state in which p holds is entered�

First� we generate the reward function

rp	s� �

�
� if p	s�

�� otherwise

We must also modify the environment so that all states s such that p	s� are absorbing�

this ensures that we go to the �nearest state in which p holds� independent of the states

that will follow� This is a common kind of reward function used in reinforcement�learning

problems� as well�

Similarly� given a goal of alap	p�� we can generate a policy that takes actions in such a

way as to maximize the number of steps taken before a state in which p holds is entered�

We can use the reward function given above� but this time� we modify the environment so

that all states s such that p	s� are absorbing� this ensures that no good results can ensue

after encountering a state in which p does not hold�

If we have a longer�term goal of staying in states in which p holds as much as possible�

that is amap	p�� then we need only adopt the reward function above and make no changes

to the environment�

��� Goal Combination

It is often useful to think of an agent as having multiple goals simultaneously� Goals

based on reward functions can be combined to achieve this e�ect� although the kinds of

combination that are appropriate are di�erent than for logical goals�

Goals of achievement can be disjoined in two ways� either asap	p��asap	q� or asap	p�q��

The �rst method requires that either p be achieved as soon as possible or that q be achieved
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as soon as possible� but is indi�erent between them� This kind of combination will rarely

be useful� because it would allow p to be pursued� even though it takes much longer than

achieving q� We therefore prefer the second form� which can be performed by taking the

maximum of the reward functions at each state and making any state with zero reward

absorbing� Prioritized disjunction 	in which� for instance� states in which p holds are to

be preferred to states in which q holds� but only if the length of time to achieve p is not

too much greater� can be achieved by taking the maximum of scaled versions of the reward

functions�

r	s� � max	
rp	s�� �rq	s��

where 
 and � encode the relative desirability of achieving p and achieving q� The same

technique can be applied to create reward functions for the goals alap	p�q� and amap	p�q��

External conjunction of asap goals is problematic� what does it mean to achieve p

as soon as possible and to achieve q as soon as possible$ In general� these goals will be

con�icting and the conjunction is meaningless� However� we can accommodate internal

conjunction by taking the minimum of the reward function at each state� Again� we can

apply the same technique to create reward functions for the goals alap	p�q� and amap	p�q��

Another useful goal combination is asap�maint	p� q�� in which the goal is to achieve p

as soon as possible� and to maintain q until p has been achieved� This can be accomplished

using the same reward function as before� but making all states in which q holds absorbing

as well� Even though there is no di�erence in instantaneous value between states in which

q does and does not hold� the q states are both bad and absorbing� which will give them

a very high negative value� This is essentially what was done in the experimental domain

described earlier� with the stairwells being absorbing states�

Many languages for the combination of goals allow sequencing� in which it is speci�ed

that p is to be achieved� then q is to be achieved� If it is not possible for the agent to

perceive or remember that p has been achieved� then sequenced goals cannot be speci�ed

using reward functions� If the agent can perceive that p has been achieved 	notated prev	p���

then the goal asap	prev	p� � q� will have the desired e�ect�

��� Modifying the Planning Algorithm

The planning algorithm described earlier can be applied directly to the whole range of

possible reward functions� but some aspects can be tuned to improve the early behavior of
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the algorithm�

For asap goals� it makes sense for the initial envelope to include some path� however

tenuous� from the current state to some goal state� If this is not the case� there is no basis

for assigning value to the states in the envelope and the policy will essentially be random�

For alap goals� it is su�cient for the initial envelope to simply be the current state� A good

envelope for an alap goal need only contain a cycle or set of states that the agent can stay

in with high probability�

In addition� the appropriateness of various deliberation strategies will also depend on

the type of the goal� This dependence can be handled directly by the statistics�based

deliberation�scheduling mechanisms described above�

� Extensions to this Approach

We are currently exploring a number of extensions to the basic Plexus planning approach�

They include relaxing the assumptions of complete observabiltiy� exploring compositional

representations of the state space and state transition model� and dealing with domains in

which the number of actions is very large�

��� Partial Observability

We are exploring an extension of the mdp model called partially observable Markov decision

processes 	pomdps� �Lovejoy� ����� Monahan� ��
��� which� like the mdp model� was de�

veloped within the context of operations research� The pomdp model provides an elegant

solution to the problem of acting in partially observable domains� treating in a uniform

way actions that a�ect the environment and actions that only a�ect the agent�s state of

information�

When the state is not completely observable� we must add a model of observation� This

includes a �nite set O of possible observations and an observation function O� mapping

A � S into discrete probability distributions over O� One might simply take the set of

observations to be the set of states and treat a pomdp as if it were an mdp� The problem

is that the process would not necessarily be Markov� there could be multiple states in the

environment that require di�erent actions but appear identical� The result is that even an
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Figure ��� Controller for a pomdp

optimal policy of this form can have arbitrarily poor performance� Further� determining

whether a policy with a given level of performance exists for this type of non�Markov

decision problem is NP�hard �Littman� ������

Instead� we introduce a kind of internal state for the agent� A belief state is a discrete

probability distribution over the set of world states� representing for each state the agent�s

belief that it is currently occupying that state� Now� we can decompose the problem of

acting in a partially observable environment as shown in Figure ��� The component labeled

�SE is the state estimator� It takes as input the last belief state� the most recent action and

the most recent observation� and returns an updated belief state� The second component

is the policy� which now maps belief states into actions�

The key to �nding optimal policies in the partially observable case is that the problem

can be cast as a completely observable continuous�space mdp in which the states are the

belief states� The belief mdp is Markov �Smallwood and Sondik� ����� and having informa�

tion about previous belief states cannot improve the choice of action� Most importantly�

if an agent adopts the optimal policy for the belief mdp� the resulting behavior will be

optimal for the partially observable process� The remaining di�culty is that the belief

process is continuous and therefore not susceptible to standard methods for �nding poli�

cies� Cassandra� Kaelbling� and Littman �Cassandra et al�� ����� review existing algorithms

from the operations research literature and sketch a new one that is more computationally

tractable� In addition� they show that in many cases approximately�optimal �nite�state

control automata can be extracted from the resulting policies�

We are investigating ways of integrating these results into Plexus� the simplest approach

would be to use the techniques of Plexus to �nd restricted automata� then simply apply

pomdp methods to develop policies� It is likely that a closer and more e�cient coupling is

possible�
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��� Abstraction

The typical algorithms for working with mdp�s represent the state transition function as a

matrix and the reward function as a vector� in order to �nd policies that work on the entire

state space� This approach works well in small state spaces� but can very quickly become

intractable� In order for very large domains to be amenable to planning� they must have

internal regularities that allow them to be represented more compactly�

Markov chains and the Bayesian network formalism �Pearl� ��

� have been shown to

be equivalent �Dean and Kanazawa� ��
�� Nunez� ��
��� The following simpli�ed version of

the Bayesian network formalism is well suited to specifying stochastic state transition and

reward models for our purposes� For each action� we use a two�slice network� in which nodes

in the �rst slice represent values of state variables at time t and nodes in the second slice

represent values of state variables at time t� �� In addition� there is a node in the second

slice that represents instantaneous reward at time t � �� The value of this node depends

deterministically on the values of the nodes to which it is connected� it plays the role of

a value node in an in�uence diagram	�Shachter� ��
���� Although it would be possible to

compute the entire state transition function from the Bayesian network representation and

store it in a table� it will be intractable to do so for domains of the size we are interested�

Thus� we just compute and cache the values of the state transition and reward functions

when they are required by the planning algorithm�

Even with a compact representation of the dynamics of the entire world� we will rarely

want or need to work with the whole model� Given di�erent goals� di�erent time constraints�

or di�erent current world states� we might want to take very di�erent views of the world�

Nicholson and Kaelbling �Nicholson and Kaelbling� ����� investigate the construction of

di�erent world views by specifying only a subset of the possible variables in the complete

world model� In some cases� these abstract views capture all of the world dynamics relevant

to the problem at hand� In other cases� they will serve as tractable approximations to more

complex models�

Plexus can be extended to work with models at multiple levels of abstraction� It works

by initially making a fairly gross approximation to the real world dynamics� which allows

it to quickly derive a partial policy that is of some utility� though perhaps not as good as

desired� If time remains� the world view is re�ned and new policies are constructed within

the re�ned world view� The best policy from the previous world view is always retained� so
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that if time runs out before a good policy can be found in the new world view� the previous

policy can be returned for execution� O��line� a sensitivity analysis can be performed�

revealing the sensitivity of the reward node to each of the state variable nodes� The initial

world view is constructed by including only those state variables to which the reward node

is most sensitive 	determined by a threshold�� If this view proves to be insu�cient for

planning� then a new view is constructed by adding the state variable with the next most

sensitivity�

��� Large Action Spaces

In most scheduling problems and many real�world planning problems� the space of possible

actions is quite large� For example� there is ongoing work at NASA in collaboration with

the FAA on building systems for the automated management and control of U�S� airports

�Davis et al�� ������ Such systems face daunting combinatorial problems and the need

to respond to unforeseen situations 	e�g�� snowstorms and fog� in a timely manner� One

component of such systems involves the assignment of metering gates for unloading and

loading planes� In the case of gate assignment� the action space corresponds to the space

of possible ways of assigning planes to metering gates�

Large action spaces make it impractical to apply standard policy improvement algo�

rithms that require quantifying over the entire action space� A variant of the method

described in this paper can be applied to scheduling problems such as metering gate as�

signment �Greenwald and Dean� ����b�� This variant method involves approximation algo�

rithms for both value determination 	estimating the expected value of a given conditional

schedule� and policy improvement 	re�ning a given conditional schedule to improve its ex�

pected value�� Our method uses Monte Carlo simulation to identify a subset of reachable

states and bottleneck�centered heuristics from operations research �Adams et al�� ��

� to

guide in incrementally re�ning conditional schedules� In this work� we have built on the

work of Drummond et al� �Drummond et al�� ����� who apply a variant of anytime syn�

thetic projection to the problem of scheduling experiments on automatic telescopes and the

work of Muscettola and Smith �Muscettola and Smith� ��
�� who have demonstrated how

to apply bottleneck�centered heuristics in handling uncertainty in arrival and departure

times�

In our case� we employ an explicit model representing the dynamics governing the ar�
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rival and departure of planes� The combinatorics in such problems is quite daunting and

some of our recent work involves anticipating computational demands o��line for processes

that exhibit some degree of regularity in order to support online deliberation scheduling

�Greenwald and Dean� ����a� Greenwald and Dean� ����c�� For example� in the meter�

ing gate assignment problem� evening rush hour arrival times for commuter aircraft are

notoriously unreliable and so it often does not pay to expend considerable computational

resources re�ning a detailed schedule for such periods�

	 Related Work

Our primary interest is in applying the sequential decision making techniques of Bellman

�Bellman� ����� and Howard �Howard� ����� in time�critical applications� Our initial mo�

tivation for the methods discussed here came from the work of Drummond and Bresina

�Drummond and Bresina� ������ In the following three subsections� we describe the con�

nection to the work of Drummond and Bresina� the relationship to work in the area of

reinforcement learning and adaptive control� and discuss other related work in time�critical

decision making�

�� Anytime Synthetic Projection

Drummond and Bresina�s anytime synthetic projection algorithm �Drummond and Bresina�

����� incrementally constructs conditional plans for stochastic domains� Their work pro�

vided the initial motivation for our research� Drummond and Bresina�s projection algorithm

starts by constructing an initial plan that may be unlikely to be executed without error

and then improves the plan as time permits by adding rules to handle situations that arise

when actions fail to have their expected results�

Instead of building on Markov decision theory� Drummond and Bresina�s work involves

search in the space of situations given a set of operators that map situations to situations�

The search space is a graph in which each node corresponds to a possible situation and each

arc to an applicable operator� The plan that results from synthetic projection is represented

as a set of situated control rules �Drummond� ��
�� which constitute a partial policy by

mapping situations to operators corresponding to actions� The resulting conditional plan

is similar to the triangle tables of Fikes et al� �Fikes et al�� ������

��



Simplifying somewhat� the synthetic projection involves two basic subroutines� The

�rst is called traverse and it searches for a sequence of operators and their most likely re�

sulting situations that satis�es the goal starting from some initial situation�� The sequence

of operators and situations is used to construct a set of situated control rules that map

situations to operators� The second subroutine is called robustify and it identi�es possible

deviations from the most likely resulting situations and then calls traverse to �nd an al�

ternative sequence of operators to recover from the deviation� Once an initial sequence of

operators and situations is found� the algorithm repeatedly calls robustify as time allows�

In terms of incremental re�nement of policies and selective exploration of a stochastic

domain� our approach is very similar to the work of Drummond and Bresina� Apart from the

decision�theoretic methods for guiding deliberation scheduling� the main di�erence concerns

the performance functions on which each approach is based�

In the case of goals of achievement� our method converges to the policy minimizing

expected time to achieve the goal in the limiting case that the envelope grows to include

the entire state space� Synthetic projection makes no e�ort to construct policies maximizing

expected cumulative reward� Instead synthetic projection seeks to maximize the probability

of goal achievement rather than maximize the expected time to goal achievement� In

particular� Drummond and Bresina are not able to use expectations to predict and then

avoid whole portions of the state space that are dangerous in the sense of having very low

expected value�

By adopting methods from Markov decision theory� we are able to identify relevant

portions of the state space and then compute the optimal policy for the resulting restricted

state space� We improve on the work of Drummond and Bresina by providing 	i� coherent

semantics for goals in stochastic domains� 	ii� theoretically sound probabilistic foundations�

	iii� and decision�theoretic methods for controlling inference�

�� Dynamic Programming and Reinforcement Learning

The Markov decision process model has been extensively investigated in the dynamic pro�

gramming and reinforcement�learning communities� There has been a recent surge of inter�

�In addition to goals of achievement� Drummond and Bresina can handle temporally extended goals of

prevention and achievement� and so the search algorithm has to account for intermediate situations resulting

from execution as well as the �nal situation�

��



est in methods for mapping models into policies in real time� In addition to Barto� Bradtke�

and Singh�s real�time dynamic programming 	rtdp� algorithm �Barto et al�� ������ which

is described in Section ������ there are a number of other relevant algorithms�

Learning real�time A# �Korf� ��

� is the deterministic special case of real�time dynamic

programming� Value iteration can be made much more e�cient by performing updates in

an intelligent order� this idea is pursued in Moore and Atkeson�s prioritized sweeping algo�

rithm �Moore and Atkeson� ����� and in Peng and Williams� Dyna�Queue algorithm �Peng

and Williams� ������ These methods are not as directed as rtdp� however� because they

do not take into account information about what the starting state is� Finally� Sutton�s

dyna system �Sutton� ����� and work by Whitehead and Ballard �Whitehead and Ballard�

��
�� studied learning by interleaving actions in the real world with �simulated actions

that peform value updates on the policy�

�� Time�Critical Planning Methods

The approach described in this paper represents a particular instance of time�dependent

planning �Dean and Boddy� ��

� and borrows from� among others� Horvitz� �Horvitz�

��

� approach to �exible computation� For an overview of resource�bounded decision

making methods� see Chapter 
 of the text by Dean and Wellman �Dean and Wellman�

������ Boddy �Boddy� ����� describes solutions to related problems involving dynamic

programming� Hansson and Mayer�s Bayesian Problem Solver 	BPS� �Hansson and Mayer�

��
�� supports general state�space search with decision�theoretic control of inference� it may

be that BPS could be used as the basis for envelope extension thus providing more �ne�

grained decision�theoretic control� Christiansen and Goldberg �Christiansen and Goldberg�

����� and Kushmerick� Hanks� and Weld �Kushmerick et al�� ����� also address the problem

of planning in stochastic domains�

Kabanza �Kabanza� ����� describes a method for planning in nondeterministic environ�

ments that relies on exploring a small portion of the set of all possible action sequences

and representing the resulting restricted automaton using a propositional branching time

logic� Kabanza�s approach does not make use of any probabilistic information regarding

state transitions and makes no attempt to construct even an approximately optimal plan

for any measure of performance� Thiebaux et al� �Thiebaux et al�� ����� attempt to extend

our work and that of Drummond and Bresina to use probabilistic logic �Nilsson� ��
�� for

��



planning under uncertainty� Probabilistic logic provides a more expressive representation

than that o�ered by the Markov chain theory which we employ� but with the increased

expressiveness comes increased computational overhead�

�
 Conclusions

We have described a method� based on the theory of Markov decision processes� for ef�

�cient planning under time constraints in stochastic domains� Unlike classical planning

approaches� we consider the nondeterminism in the outcome of actions from the start� Ex�

isting methods for �nding optimal policies in stochastic domains become intractable in the

larger state spaces of real�world problems� We overcome this problem of intractability by

using information about the world to restrict the planner�s attention to states that are likely

to be encountered in satisfying the goal� The planner generates more or less complete plans

depending on the time available�

We have described the meta�level control problem of deliberation scheduling� together

with a number of deliberation models� Our experimental results for a robot�navigation

domain showed that our approach performs much better than policy iteration� both when

all the decision making is done prior to execution and when planning and execution are per�

formed in parallel� We have seen that the performance of our approach is in�uenced by cer�

tain characteristics of the domain� and have shown that our approach compares favourably

to classical planning and real�time dynamic programming algorithms in domains ranging

over values of these characteristics� A more detailed investigation and empirical analysis

of the domain characteristics for robot�navigation and other domains including air�tra�c

scheduling and tra�c�light control is currently being undertaken �Kirman� Forthcoming��

We have outlined a number of extensions to the basic planning approach which we are

currently exploring� These include relaxing the assumptions of complete observability� using

compositional representations and extending the approach to work with multiple levels of

abstraction and larger action spaces�
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